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Introduction

I remember the day I featured on business 2 community publication.

For a beginner blogger, that’s an unimaginable feat. It’s like lifting a car :D

Guest blogging helps you to win the trust of your audience, even if you’re nobody 
with zero credibility.

Credibility is vital.

You’ve got a message and you want to share your voice to the world?

That’s amazing!

But brace yourself. Here’s ONE fact:

Over 4 million blog posts are published on the Internet every day.

Welcome to the world of Noise.

Guest blogging can be your key to survival.

It’s not enough just to create a killer and awesome content. You have to build 
momentum around it.

Popular blogs and publications have a large readers base and you WANT to show your 
message to this reader base. It also helps to get the experts in your space to notice 
you (a tiny blogger).

Writing for popular publications will give you a huge boost to your credibility.

That’s a big deal for a blogger.



Do you ever doubt yourself and wonder why anyone should listen to you? You’re just 
ONE blogger out of millions.

I used to have this doubt. 

It’s normal. 

Everyone experiences it.

But once you became featured writer.

Instant credibility and respect.

This guide contains everything you need to know about becoming a featured writer.

How to start.

How to scale.

And how can your post feature on popular publications in 2019?

Why I wrote this guide? Because I want to see you as a featured writer.



I’ve also published guest posts on HUGE blogs in the marketing space, like the 
SEMrush, Jeff Bullas and Social Media Today blog (Soon to be published on Social 
Media Examiner):

Why I’m telling this to you? I’m not trying to sound genius here. I’m just saying why 
I’m eligible to write this course. :D

And in this ebook, I’ll reveal how I do this and How you can do this

Let’s Start:



Chapter One: 
How to Find Guest Blogging Sites

“I want to do guest blogging but don’t know from where to start?”

“How can I build my credibility with guest blogging?”

“Where should I do guest posting?”

These are the questions that I received from my readers and friends frequently.

I believe guest blogging is one of the best inbound marketing strategy that helps to 
drive a great exposure to you and your blog (or site).

In this chapter, we’ll see how to find relevant sites in your niche to write guest 
posts.

Method #1. Your Keyword + Search Value Parameter

Google search string is a great way to start with. It always works.

Google never let me down. 

Use some search string combinations to find guest post opportunities. Here are some 
of my recommendations that I personally use:

Your keyword + write for us

Your Keyword + guest post

Your keyword + become a guest blogger

Your keyword + become a contributor

Your keyword + submit news

Your keyword + become an author



Your keyword + submit blog post

Your keyword + submit an article

Your keyword + suggest a post

You keyword + become a guest writer

Your keyword + contributor guidelines

Your keyword + send a tip

Your keyword + submit post

I enter a search string in Google “marketing become a contributor” and see what I 
get:



I enter a search string in Google “blogging write for us” and see the results:

Method #2. Go To AllTop.Com 

Have you ever heard about AllTop? 

Wait, what? No? 

AllTop is the place where you find all the best blogs in almost every niche. 

Sounds like a treasure, isn’t it? 

Just go to AllTop.com and search your keyword and you’ll find a list of blogs in your 
niche. 

Now do little hard work to find which blogs accept guest posts.



Method #3. Reach Out To Bloggers And Ask For Guest Posting 

Did a blogger compliment you on your blog post? Or commented on your social media 
post? 

Why not ask her if she would accept your guest article for her site. Sounds like a 
plan! 

Just reach out to her with a short and clear email. Something like this:



Hello [Name],

First off, thanks for commenting on my blog post/social media post.

You talked about a new insight in your comment [What she said in the 
comment].

That’s an amazing take

I have an interesting guest post idea that I believe would be perfect for your 
blog.

[Your Post Title]

Just say a word and I’ll send you the draft this week.

Either way, thanks again for your amazing comment.

Talk Soon,
[Your Name]



Method #4. Search Guest Posts By Prolific Blogger 

Do you know any master bloggers in your niche? Someone, that you see over and over 
writing content? 

Yes… 

Just search “Guest post by + Blogger Name” in the Google box. 

And magical Google will show you all the sites that these bloggers have posted upon. 
You should also post on these resources as well.

Method #5. Reverse Image Search 

Google image search is the cool method to find out the post written by a master 
blogger in your niche. 

Just go to the author bio and copy the URL of the author headshot. Like this:



And paste this URL into Google Images Search bar:

And Ta da! You’ll get a list of sites the blogger have guest posted.

Method #6. Join The MyBlogGuest Community 

MyBlogGuest is a community of guest bloggers. Just sign up, fill your information and 
search for blogs that accept guest posts.



Method #7: Twitter Search 

Yes! 

You can find some amazing guest blogging OPPORTUNITIES on Twitter. 

How can you do it? 

First, head over to Twitter search and enter your guest post search string like 
“[keyword]” guest post.

Now check out the results to find guest posting sites. 

And Voila! 

You’ll find a handful of high quality sites that accept guest posts. See examples:



So these are some of my personal methods that I use. 

Which method are you going to use first?

BONUS: Access Your List of TOP Publications/Blogs 
With Editor’s Contact Information. 



Chapter Two: 
How To Generate A Strong 

Guest Post Idea
In the previous chapter, we talked about some actionable techniques to find relevant 
guest blogging outlets.

Have you figured out the outlets for your guest post?

Did you say, YES?

Great! 

What’s next?

In this post, I’ll make it more strategic. In this chapter, we’ll discuss:

● How to create a guest blogging campaign sheet
● And how to generate a compelling and strong guest post idea.

Let’s dive right in…

Guest Blogging Campaign Sheet

Jack Welch put it best:

“Good business leaders create a vision, articulate the vision, passionately own 
the vision, and relentlessly drive it to completion.”

First, you need to make a strategy. It makes your actions easy. It gives you a 
direction and you can analyze your results.



Same principle applies to guest blogging. You must create an actionable plan. 

But how?

Let me tell you how I do it…

I open a Google spreadsheet and fill the information of outlets that I want to 
target. I create some fields in this sheet:

● Outlet Name
● URL
● Editor Name
● Editor Contact Email
● Twitter Profile
● Contributor Guideline Page
● Post Idea
● Date Contacted
● Status (pitch accepted or declined)
● Comments

See how it looks like (Your bundle has the sample sheet template):

You can copy my sheet and fill the data. Now it’s time to generate a strong post idea.



How To Generate A STRONG Guest Post Idea

Here are some techniques that will help you to find the perfect guest post topic:

1. Do A Little Research

First, you have to research the specific outlet you are going to pitch. It will help you 
to generate a topic idea. The objective of your research:

● What does the blog cover?
● Is the content focused on your niche?
● Who’s the audience of this blog?
● Does the blog promote guest posts on their social media?

2. Scan Their Other Guest Posts

What type of content does the blog publish?

Check out what previous guest bloggers have published. It will give you an idea of 
what type of content the blog owner is interested in.

When I checked out the MarketingProfs Blog, I noticed that most of their posts are 
actionable.

Check it out:



So I send them an in-depth and actionable article.

Published.

Simple!

3. Access Blog’s Most Popular Posts

You can easily find the most popular articles on the blog sidebar. 

These are the posts and topics that always perform best and generate the most 
shares and comments.

Check out the QuickSprout Blog Sidebar:



Or, head over to BuzzSumo to find the most popular articles on the specific blog:



4. Read The Guest Post Guidelines

Are you all set to contact the blog owner?

WAIT…

Have you read the guest post guidelines?

Some blog owners have specific guidelines. Really.

Some blog wants you to pitch a post idea only. And,

Some want you to send your full draft.

And others have Really specific guidelines.

SEMrush clearly asks you to read their guidelines first. Their basic guidelines:



What they don’t publish (it will save your time).

And some additional hacks to please the editing team.

It’s important to read the guidelines and follow them closely.

So now you have an interesting topic idea.

Awesome! Kudos, great work!

It’s time to the most important part (and my favorite): Create a pitch email that will 
get your post accepted.

We’ll talk about this in our next Chapter.



Chapter Three: 
How To Craft An Engaging Guest Post 

Email Pitch
This is the chapter we’ve been waiting for.

In our previous chapter, we’ve done a lot of work to generate a guest post idea. 

Now it’s time to craft an engaging guest post email pitch that will get your story 
accepted.

Never write and send generic guest post pitch.

Yup! The blog owner has that magical “delete” button for a reason.

And if you send a compelling and interesting pitch, you’ll get praising words from the 
editor.

Recently I sent an email pitch to the blog Write to Done.

And guess what?

I got the appreciation from Mary Jaksch (the blog owner) and I got my article to 
publish.



In this chapter, I’ll reveal my guest post pitch formula.

BONUS: Don’t Forget to Check the Successful Guest Post Email Pitch 
Templates 

Like a tasty dish, a strong pitch also has some ingredients:

● Clear Subject Line
● Personalize Email
● Strong Opening Paragraph
● Give a Brief About Your Story Idea
● Show You’re the Right Person
● Finish it With a Short and Clear Conclusion
● Email Signature

Are you ready to Craft Your ‘MasterPitch’?

Let’s start…

Step #1. Write A Clear And Catchy Subject Line

Blog owners/editors are busy, don’t make them confused.

A subject line is the headline of your email – Make it clear and strong.

Don’t just write ‘Pitch or Guest Post Submission”. Subject line should include your 
context that makes the editor to read your email.

Poor Subject Line: Guest Post Submission

Strong Subject Line: Story Pitch: 20 Actionable Email Marketing Tips for Online 
Writers



Step #2. Address The Editor With Name

In his book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Dale Carnegie stated that,

“Remember, that a person’s name is the sweetest and most important sound to 
that person, in any language.”

People love to see their names. 

Don’t say “Dear Editor or Hello Concerned Person”. 

Say “Hi John” or “Dear Kate”

Step #3. Strong Opening Paragraph

Want to make the blog owner read your pitch?

Start with a STRONG opening paragraph.

Keep the primary purpose of your email in the first paragraph of your email. Talk 
clearly and to-the-point.

How can you do this:

● I’m working on a story that…
● Establish a problem
● What question your story will answer

Start thinking to make your first para compelling.



Step #4. Talk About Your Story In Brief

Blog editors don’t have time to read your long (and boring emails). 

Face the truth!

It’s your job to tell them about your story in a clear and simple way. Don’t make them 
confused to understand your context.

Here are some ideas:

● Tell the editor clearly what the readers will learn from your story.
● Keep the message short and simple.
● Use simple language, short paragraphs and bullet points.

Step #5. Show You’re The Right Person

Why are you the most appropriate person to write this story?

Why should people listen to you?

Show your expertise in the subject. Recall your previous amazing work.

Add a little blurb about you and include your 3-4 best writing links.

Here’s an example:

“My name is Pawan. I’m an Inbound Marketer and Content Creator. I’ve been 
featured on Jeff Bullas, MarketingProfs. Customer Think, Social Media Today, 
Entrepreneur, Write to Done, SEMrush, Shout Me Loud, Business 2 Community, 
and Addicted 2 Success!

Here are a few samples I’ve written: [Add 3-4 writing Links]”



Step #6. Finish It With A Short And Clear Conclusion

Finish your guest post pitch with a strong and actionable conclusion.

What you want the editor to do – Tell them clearly.

Something like this:

“ Does this sound like this story would be suitable for your readers? If so, just 
say the word, and I’ll start work on a draft. ”

Step #7. Email Signature

Your email signature is the “silent” branding tool. It should contain your Name, Job 
Title, Company Name, Blog/Site Link, and Social Media Links.
_______________________________________________________________

Now you’re all set to send your guest post pitch.

Proofread it before sending and delete all the fluffy sentences and words.

If you don’t get quick responses from editor, wait for one week (they get a number 
of pitches) and then follow up. D

Don’t irritate the editor, one follow up email is enough.

You just accessed the most important part of your guest blogging campaign. 
Pat on your back! :D



Guest Post Email Pitch Elements




